ATTACHING EYEPieces

- Eyepiece Adapter 60 to 50.8mm (Optional)
- Extension Tube
- Corrector Lens
- Ring 60 to 43mm
- Ring 43 to 36.4mm
- Eyepiece 50.8mm (Optional)
- Eyepiece 31.7mm (Optional)

ATTACHING PRISM DIAGONALS AND EYEPieces

- Eyepiece Adapter 60 to 50.8mm (Optional)
- N.B. It should be attached reversely.
- Eyepiece Setscrew
- Mirror Diagonal 50.8mm (Optional)
- Corrector Lens
- Ring 60 to 43mm
- Ring 43 to 36.4mm
- Prism Diagonal

ATTACHING CCD VIDEO CAMERA OR SLR Camera

- Camera Adapter 43mm
- Ring 43 to 36.4mm
- Eyepiece Adapter 36.4 to 31.7mm
- 2.4x C-Adapter 31.7mm (Optional)
- LCD Monitor
- CCD Video Camera
- T-C Ring (Optional)
- N.B. A proper T-Ring is needed to attach a SLR Camera to the Camera Adapter.

* For the direct focus photography, it is recommended to use a Direct Wide Photo Adapter 60mm.